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Papers taken: 3,500 issues gone
By Mindy Leigh Griser
and Ed Obenyeiser
Staff Wnters
Approximately 3,500 copies of
Monday’s Spartan Daily were reported
taken from miscellaneous newsstands,
according to Clyde Lawrence, Spartan
Daily business adviser. On the same
day, a controversial ad appeared in the
Daily about the Diverse Student
Alliance party.
Although the ad calls the party the
Diverse Student Alliance party, the people named in the ad, Marc Madden and

Mark Templeton, are candidates under
the Diverse Students Affiliates.
The ad urges students to vote against
Madden and Templeton, who are the
Diverse Students Affiliates candidates
for president and vice-president.
The Associated Students elections
begin on Wednesday.
Templeton sees a "more than likely"
correlation between the ad and the
missing papers.
"I know of two possible theories,"
Templeton said. "One, someone who
supports us saw the ad and thought
they were doing a service in removing
them (the papers). The other one is that

whoever put out (placed) the ad, then
removed the papers to make us look
bad."
Templeton said he can’t prove either
theory, but acknowledges that the cause
and effect of the ad and the stolen
papers is likely.
The University Police Department is
currently investigating whether a crime
was actually committed or if this is a
student affairs issue, according to Sgt.
John Hernandez of the UPD.
A UPD spokesperson said there are
no suspects at this time.
The ad claims if the "Diverse
Students Alliance" party is elected,

there will be an "El Nifio attack on San
Jose State University Associated
Student Government, disaster will
engulf A.S. council chambers and disrespect will continue to plague A.S. government."
According to Spartan Daily ad rates,
the price of an ad the size of the one in
question (almost a half-of-a-page in
height by four columns in width) would
cost $370 for a one-time display. If the
ad was run on a Monday, with a second
ad running another day that week, the
Monday ad would be half price.
A.S. President Jeff Batuhan said A.S.
had nothing to do with the ad, even

though the ad was paid for and attributes itself to the Student Coalition for
Responsible and Honest San Jose State
Student
Associated
University
Government.
"In no way did we support or fund
this ad, but the person or coalition who
did must have a lot of money," Batuhan
said.
At the beginning of the election, three
of the presidential candidates ’Heather
Cook, Chris Constantin and Madden)
got together and agreed to a smear-free
campaign, according to both Cook and
See Papers, page 7

Bagpiper stirs
Celtic hearts

When Irish pipes are singing

By Nicholas Boer
Staff W’riter

,/ Sibitit: Affit
Pipe Major Bill Driscoll, of the Irish Heritage Pipe Band, participates Sunday Airing the San Francisco St. Patrick’s Day Parade.

This years theme for the parade was "Peace in Ireland for the
Children’s Sake."

Saint’s day inspires SJ saloon
By Leah Bower
Statt Wiatcr
The luck o’ the Irish runs
deep at Waves Smokehouse and
Saloon in downtown San Jose
Tonight’s St Patrick’s Day celebration renumbers not only the
famed saint but an enterprising
Irishman and the. birthday Ler the
building, according to Cassandra
Nash, Waves manager and a San
Jose State University alumna.
"This location will be 125
years elet this St. Patrick’s Day,"
Nash said. "We are remembering
death on St
Billy Fink
Patrick’s Day as well
"On March 17. 195f3, during
the San Francisco St. Patrick’s
Day Parade, Billy met his tragic

death by billing out of a fourth
story hotel window," Nash said.
This St. Paddy’s Day at Waves
will start at 3 p.m. with an all you -can -eat buffet for $15,
according to owner and SJSU
alumnus Joel Wyrick.
Chef Paul Atkins said the
menu was inspired by Ireland,
featuring dishes such as leprechaun rice, Irish stew and
Irish bread pudding.
"Leprechaun rice is our own
recipe," Atkins said. "It is green
rice with peas, carrots and seasoned with fresh herbs that give
it the green color. Irish stew is a
classic, with lamb, pearl onions
and baby carrots cooked in
Guinness Stout." Guinness is a
dark, rich ale brewed in Ireland.

The Irish folk band The
Golden State Ramblers will add
authentic flair to the event,
according to Wyrick, and will be
followed by the Lewis Howard
Band. Revelers can try for some
Irish luck of their own by
putting a lucky dollar on the
"Billy Finley" ceiling, according
to Nash.
’They sign the bill, make a
wish on it, then they stick their
money up there," Nash said. The
ceiling, covered with shamrocks,
was put together by the Waves’
staff in Finley’s memory.
Born on Dec. 25, 1884, Finley,
originally William Fenerin, purchased the building in 1916 fier
continued use as a saloon and
gambling place, Nash said.

During prohibition from 1920
to 1933, Finley became "Billy the
Barber," running a barbershop
in the front of the building while
supplying San Jose with bootleg
alcohol out the back, Nash said.
"Yin] can eat and drink outside where his barber shop was."
Nash said.
Before being purchased by
Finley, the Fenerin building,
built in 1873, was a brothel and
saloon, according to a release
from Waves.
"Painted ladies leaned out of
its large Italianate Victorian second story windows, while a
saloon occupied the first floor,"
the release said.
The building is Historical
Landmark 58 in San Jose.

Pub celebrates St. Patrick’s Day with ’stars,
By Mindy Leigh Geiser
Staff Writtsr
The Flyisig Pig Pub is making it jaissible
1.0 celebrate and donate at the same time
Celebrity bartenders will be behind the
bar beginning at 7 p in on St. Patrick’s Day
with the goal of raising money for the
American Heart Association and the
American Lung Association.
Those scheduled to bartend are Dave
Baldwin, San Jose State University head
fitothall coach, Mark Purdy and Leigh
Weinwrs from the San Jose Mercury news;
Brian Quinn. San Jose Clash soccer coach;
and David Lee from KNTV Channel 11.
"We are always going out to the community asking for donations to support athletics,

A

and I thought this would be a good way tee
give something back
"This is a night that is supposedly a party
night. but we are trying to make it benefit
toward a good cause." Baldwin said
"Financially we all struggle to give, but when
we can give a little bit of our time, it’s just as
good."
Each celebrity bartender will be coached
on how to make a special drink. Baldwin’s
specialty drink will be The Spartan
Mudslide, according to Aaron &whites, an
employee of The Flying Pig.
The Flying Pig will be donating $50 for
every celebrity bartender that shows up and
there is a modest cover charge for all customers, while donations are also requested.
According to Marjory Seremetis, co-owner

of The Flying Pig, a minimum of $2,000 will
be donated by the establishment to the two
associations, regardless of what is raised.
They are, however, hoping donations will
help them contribute a larger amount.
"We are hoping this will be a success so
that we can make it an annual event,"
Serenutis said.
Although St. Patrick’s Day is famous for
the consumption of green beer, the Guinness
and Bass that The Flying Pig will have on
tap will be of its original color, according to
Seremetis.
"St. Patrick’s Day is a night when people
go out and drink beer," said Seremetis. "And
they are going to do that regardless, but we
thought we’d try to put a positive spin into it."

Professional bagpiper Bruce
Cotter will be wearing his green
kilt today.
Although the bagpipes are a
Scottish instrument, the baleful
Celtic sound they produce goes
well with anything Irish. including Irish beer.
"They definitely go together,"
Cotter said. "I enjoy having a
nice cold Guinness after playing."
Cotter, a professional bagpipe
player, selects his outfits in relation to the event. But whether
he is playing in a funeral home,
a sports stadium or a pub on St.
Patrick’s Day, the instrument
remains the same the Great
Highland War Pipes.
All of Cotter’s regalia is
descended from a time when
pipers used to lead the Scottish
army into battle with their
haunting, soul -stirring music.
Always a part of Cotter’s uniform are a small sword lashed to
or
his hip and the Skin Dhu
strapped to his
black knife
leg.
Jaci Ilan, Cotter’s mother iend
agent, said the sound of bagpipes was intended to motivate
the troops and frighten the
enemy.
"The pipers were targets."
Hall said.
Cotter said he understands
how bagpipe. music supplied
courage and intimidiaton.
"It’s ill part of getting the.
blood flowing," Cotter said "It
has such a tribal sound They
would nail the pipers first. The.
Skin Dhu was the. piper’s last
defense."
Where San Jose State.
University women’s rugby coach
Karl Laucher happened to hear
Cotter playing his pipes, he. got
an idea.
"There are a lot of things that

stir out passions," Laucher said.
"But the pining of the pipes is
the music of patriotism. It goes
to the primal roots of your soul.
You’ve got to fight for it."
Laucher invited Cotter to
inspire. his players at the recent
rugby match against Santa
Clara. But his plan backfired. It
was Santa Chera’s team that was
roused by the music. The game
ended in a 46-0 massacre
against the. Spartans.
Santa Clara hired Cotter on
the spot.
La ocher hopes to get Cotter
back next year and blamed his
team’s loss on being young and
short two obeyers.
"There is no d, ubt that I have..
a fighting lit end of rugby players," I.aucher said. "But the bagpipes weren’t enough to overcome the greatest of odds."
Hall said St. Patrick’s Day is
the most popular day of the year
for bagpiping. Yem don’t need to
draw blood to hear some piping
today. (’otter is playing from
at C.B
noon till 2 a m
liannegan’s in Los Gatos
"St. Patrick’s Day- is like my
New Years," Cotter said This is
ut
second
Cotter’s
y ear
liannegan’s and ht. .4; t id things
can get pretty rowdy
"When they hear the pipes.
tter
they hoot and biller."
said. "They millv get into the
mood of things." I ’otter. who is
21. plans ft. hoist twin. than a
et mph. tonight
"I’ve got a hotel within ,toin
bling dist ance," Cotter said
Although he. ha- pla,,f
bagpipes since he we, -even
.;..Ii e() an how and
earns up
111 Nort hwest ,hanipionliii
ors in a recent contest en Long
I, in itWVif
Beach. Cotter
the instrument
"It has an awfully strange.
ii aver.’’ Cotter ,aid "It reaches
deep u) et, it and toie,11,, pe.ple.
can el, els, people cr\ "

S4. Patrick
St. Patrick, who came to he known as the patron saint of Irelaml, was
40 385 with the ge.cre 11.11111: Or JCWVII.
actually born ii Wales a
at the age til 16 by pirates and sold
Legend has it that
six-year captiNity, he began to have tell
into slavery in lrel
lna faith. He finally escaped and becalm
gious visions and
to Ireland to spread the t loistian word
a priest. At 60, Si.
’bed as a winning personality, he used
Coupled with what
metaphor to explain the C.hnstian truce
the shamrock (threegoes on to sa’e’ that Si. l’atriek driest
ity of fa
ho
they all drowned in the sea..
all of
res beyond the saint himself. Not much
less of it is truly believed except by the
fairies that stand met feet tall Oftco
spnon, they pass the time niaking shoc
at the end of the rainbow. Freaste,.
by listening for the sound of chuo
is caught, the treasure we Let moo
a moineitt ... the we fairy will %mush and all
the treasure 41 he lost.
protruding from the wall of the Blames
The Blarney Stone i
puckaing up to the stone well bring the
Castle in Ireland,
known as -blarney." ’Ilse origins of
kisser the gift of u
the Blarney Stone’s
We unclear, but rum, :la, it Mat an old
woman cast a spell
to reward king who had .641’ her fro-1,
%wt., e
that:he abilits io peal,
drowning. Kissing
every year to lie oo then IcicLe
ly. Thousands of to
the
and bend back and
trit to bars for sow., \
ever it for lie.
kiss a stone that has had peoples
r
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ATM and bank
charges unfairly
burden students

Fathers who leave
daughters behind
cause deep scars

at Great
\Vestern Bank has
a new feature.
The :id on the ATM
stites that it can print
III) \ our last seven debits inI t \yo credits That
mean- DO more phone
calk to the bank to
check iny ;iccount
There’s a catch .As
soon as I tried that riey
feature, it popped Op a
message 1111111 log me
that I will be charged it
dollar for tin, service.
Banks should stop making those ridiculous
service charges.
:Vly bank cliirges ini.*1 0 per month FIR’ my
checking account If I use ;mother hank’s
ATM. it’ll cost ini Fti2 per transact ion 1,1
withdra\% from another bank three I
month. my total expenditure on ser\ I
charges tor the \ ear would come to 1 02
I would rather sp.1111 it on textbooks for my
classes
I kno II. it isn’t hard to iuld this new Milli statement feature to the A’f’.%1 So why the
iidditional charge’
because
"The reason we charge that tee
that is more customer intormat ion that
requires research from the ATNI.- rireat
Western product ailinine4 rator Linira Torres
said
the SII0 number to check on VI or
account is free to clients, hut an expensive
service hit’ the bank because everything is
digitized over the phone and there’,.: th, 2.1 hour maintenance ft, keel, it up.
If banks have more people check their
accounts II,) the ATM IlleV IVIIIIITI SitVe a lot
rnore 1111,11,V Ti11. increased communication
fechnolog \ in data transfers makes It less
expensive \Varying the ATM charge \yould
Iii\ver the overhead cost on a bank’s phone
Ill’
SOD nurnber is more
"I can ilS,111110
expensive ter the bank because it has no
imonn. and it is here simply as an added conVt.(11(11(1‘ (4
consumers." Torres said.
Then. Thu gIl
For those ot us who require. having our
checks 0 t urned tor inconle tax purposes,
Wells Fargo chargis I 50 per month for this
si rvice. which used to he free.
Tii,
mident ATNI chocking’
ose el. your Express card to
plan
make an III 11111111 -d number of purchases for a
low monthly tee It it’s so low, why not just
%valve it"
I’ll be damned it I’m going to pay ;in annubanks the opportunity to get
al ti.e to gi \.
a percent;w, I he value of all purchases I
heir credit card. This isn’t beatmake
but I refuse to use a credit
ing the
card with 111111111 serVICe charges.
Master Card. Visa. and American Express
all have nretee credit I ;Irds available.
The montlil -1.rvice I !large that we pay to
the bank ,hoold
er ,Aerythirig. Banks
need to stop making absurd service charges.

of
my
B(’cause
fatherless childhood, I should be a
high school drop-out, it
drug addict and an
unwed mother.
That’s what daughters
from fatherless homes
are more likely to do,
according to data from
the the U.S. Senate
on
Subcommittee
Children and Families.
The committee met in
May, 1996, to discuss policy issues that would
encourage fathers tel
become more actively involved in their children’s lives.
Luckily, I managed to escape a hopeless life,
but it may have been more enriched if I had a
father who cared.
I remember when I was little I use to curl
up on my dad’s lap in the lazy chair and he
would read fairy tales to me. One summer, my
father taught me how to swim and to dive off
the springboard. It was my father who taught
me how not to be afraid. I wish he was around
to remember, but he left when I was nine.
Seventeen years later, my father wrote a
letter inviting me to his home and I took him
up on it. The reception at his house wasn’t
that wonderful, however, when all the empty
years between my childhood and adulthood
unfidded at the porn steps. Jealousy, anger,
regret, they were all there. We weren’t able tel
communicate or get past the lost years.
Fathers who abandon their children are the
direct cause of their children’s suffering in
American society, according to Sen. Dan Coats,
subcommittee chairman. The Indiana senator
said the lather’s financial role is just one role
among many and is clearly not as important to
children as a father’s emotional support, love
and discipline.
Some psychologists’ case studies show that
fatherless daughters will form very negative
impressions of’ men. The studies report that
the girls often encounter those impressions
from their biological mothers.
In contrast, daughters who have healthy
relationships with their fathers learn to trust
and love men, according to authors Henry
Biller, Ph.D. and Dennis Meredith in their
book "Father Power".
Ninety pecent of single-parent homes are
headed by women, according to the committee.
Committee member Sen. Christopher Dodd of
Connecticut said we are living in a society
where paternal abandonfnent has become the
norm. A baby born today stands a roughly 5050 chance of keeping its father, he said.
With stakes that high, greeting c:ird companies stand to lose substantial profits from
more than 23 million fatherless children every
Father’s Day,
This Father’s Day, my father will be the
father he always was to me: a rejection, a fairy
tale with no happily-ever-after-ending.

nr,,(...,TN,

Bad Example’s Book-Cr-the-Month-Club

I

Igor lidr, Is

thumbing through this month’s
Iwas
l’1:111.11 when 1 Cattle across something that caught my interest.
Oiler,’ you start thinking."Yeah, what
was her name and turn ons," I have to
till
say that I read it Mr the articles
really. 1 d(1.
(

)K. after I was done looking at all the
pictures. I was looking through the
"Plavkiy After Hours" section. Hen. they
have hinny tidbits about weird things
happening in the world.
I came al Toss something about children’s book titles We all know the classics like "I hat her’s 1\1;11 MI Man II S" and
"Nly Dad’s Friend Steve,- but Publisher’s
Weekly had submitted it list of titles that
didn’t make the cut.
They included: "Chaim the Jewish Reindeer," It
story feiduring it reindeer whose antlers grow into
the shape (lilt menorali: "Gloria, the Sperm Bank
Kid" who runs into trouble when she realizes that
her new boyfriend looks "remarkably similar to
her;" and my personal favorite. "My Peg-Leg
Grandpa," it touching story about how a girl’s
grandfather used to take his artificial leg off and do
parlor tricks. Ile dies. leaving the kg to his granddaughter.
Reading these titles got me thinking something dangerons. I know - about book titles I could
come up with from 1111 ily For anyone who has
wondered why I call my self Mr. Bad Example, the
list that folio vs should answer any questions
"My Friend Skeeter and His Glass Eye" I
had a friend named Skeeter in kindergarten who
had 1 glass ’II’ as Ill’’ result of some freak accident.
to talk him into taking his eye out
In class we
so he could show us the back of his eye socket and
scare the girls 111111 the eyeball
This was all tine :Ind dandy. hut Skeeter could
never seem to get Ill- eye hack in the socket when
we were done having our fun.
His mother had to be called to put it back in, and
we all got in troutil, th
Skeeter astray. For
good measure I could have Sandy Duncan write
the introduction
’"Ten Acts That Will Absolutely, Positively
Get You in Trouble" This would be self-help
book Mr future Mr. Rad Examples on things that

.s’portan lhoIN Ntalf nrit,.r

have already been tried and found not to
work. The list would include bad ideas
like having your sister throw a brick
through the window "cuz glass don’t
break" and telling her that there really
isn’t a Santa Claus when she’s only in
the second grade. Other gems would
include playing baseball with the
Christmas ornaments isn’t such a good
idea and how chasing your sister with
Rover’s leftovers is not how to endear
yourself to your parents.
"How To Stay High On A $10
Allowance" This would be a must read
for the adolescent delinquent. Chapters
would vary from "How to get beyond
your parents marking the alcohol bottle’s" to "Let’s Make a Dope Deal" to my personal
favorite, "If your buddies don’t know you’re selling
them oregano, it won’t hurt them." I can see this
really taking off New York Times top 10, easily.
"How To Get Through High School
Without Attending Class" Topics like forgery
I got both my parents signatures once by telling
them we needed handwriting samples for a class
project), how to copy homework without getting
caught and making friends with the dean without
brown -nosing would steer teens through those
dreaded high school years
*Then there would be my opus, "Revenge: A
Guide For the Jilted" I would explain, in detail,
how revenge is sweetest when you can crawl inside
of the person’s mind your exacting revenge on and
do the tango on their brain.
I would tutor the screwed-over through such
revenge classics as: "Don’t get mad, just put a locking gas cap on their car," "How to turn off someone’s
phone, electricity and cable without getting off the
couch," "How to break someone up without them
actually having an affair" and "The top 10 meanspirited pranks 101 uses for }Crazy glut) and dog
deposits."
If the are any publishers that would like me to
send a manuscript they can contact me at the
Daily. I’ll be waiting. For the rest of you, I don’t condone your trying any of the above suggestions. Who
am I kidding? Have fun.
Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily sports editor
His column appears (wry Tuesday.

Cindy Searherry is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Opinion page policies

Daily seeks help in identifying thieves of election coverage issue
11.,111 need- \ our
The
help. (In Mond)y. appr Arniately
3,500 issues of the Daily vore stolen
from tile newspaper siiiiiiis it San
JOSV Stilt I’ IIt [versa v
That’s more than halt of the (1,000
copies of the student newspaper vve
distribute every day.
The issue in question contained 15
advertisements -- OM. DI W111111 is
suspected as the reason IIV nu,,st of
the paper, \veri lifted
The ad which was bought by it
group calling itself the Student
Coalition Mr 01.1(11 111-11111’ and honest
San Jose As,ociated Student
Government, accused the Diverse
Student Affiliate party of
among
other things -- manipulation, personal interest, trickery, disrespect

11111 dest ruction
of other candi
dates’ campaign
parties.
The ad also
to
tirgr-d voti.rs to no give their \
presubritial candi late Marc Niadden
and % ice presidential candidate Mark
Templeton.
NIonday’s issue of the Daily also
had 17 storie.s in it - - including a
two page preview of the upcoming
Associated Students election
The election stories that wr itt into
ISSI
Wert’ important to
MOrldity.,
students ;it SJSI
It is our duty :is journalists to keep
the st ’Merits Ill SJSIT informed. This
deliberate iict kept us from doing our
job

It dismays us
to know that for
second
the
straight year the
A.S. elections are
going to lie War red by mudslinging
and slanderous .iccusations.
If you WI ’eone of the few students
unable to find ii copy of’ the Daily
Monday, lit tis direct your attention
to pages four and five tixlay’s issue.
V011.11 51.1. the election preview
there again.
Following the Spartan Daily’s
advertising policy. the editorial staff
at the Spartan Daily had no knowledge III advertising content prior tel
puldreation.
Hi -running stories
much less
ent in. pages
is not usual a practice

EDITORIAL

for the Spartan Daily.
Nor is having thousands of issues
lifted by 9 a.m.
This is a busy campus that bustles
with a total of nearly 27,000 students
throughout the day.
Someone’ must have seen 3,500
issues taken from this campus.
Someone must know something.
Someone must come forward.
SJSU
don’t let this act go
unpunished. What happened is a possible felonious act of censorship.
We are requesting that anyone
who saw the thefts take place or
knows anything about them step forward and call or come by the Spartan
Daily.
We need your help.
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MIXED MEDIA Jack Ohman

Readers

Pre encouraged to express themselves on

the Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor
A Letter to the Editor is a 200 -word response to an
issue or point

of view

that has appeared in the Spartan

Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
Daily and may he edited for clanty, grammar, litcet and
length. Submissions must contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Subraission may be put in the lAgters to the Editor
box at the Spart:in Dailv Office in Dwight Bente’ Hall
Room 209, sent hv fax to 14081 924-3237, email at
SDAIMilamic spa, mill or Mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor. School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Selmer, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions :Ind advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
School of Journalism and Mass Communications or
SJSU

Sparta Guide

Today
AFRICAN STUDENT UNION
Weekly meeting at 8 p.m. in the
Africans R
h Center in
Wahlquist Library North, Room
122. For more information, call
Sunday Udoffia at (408) 370-9406.
BEETHOVEN CENTER
Sale of music books, scores and
LP recordings from 1 - 5 p.m. in the
Beethoven Center in Wahlquist
Library North, Room 318. For more
information, call Patricia Elliott at
(408) 924-4590.
CENTER
Tandem Day - Employer
Presentation from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Umunhum
Room. For more information, call
the Career Resource Center at (408)
924-6034.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:30
p.m. at the John XXIII Center,
across from SJSU Theatre. For
more information, call Ginny at
(408) 938-1610.
CHURCH Or SCIENTOLOGY
Free film: "Orientation" at 7:30
p.m. at 80 E. Rosemary St. For more
information, call Ilene at (408) 4416661.
LIBRARY DONATIONS & SALES UNIT
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m.
3 p.m. at the Donations & Sales
Unit in Wahlquist Library North,

Crime

Room 408 and the Clark Library
lobby. Donations welcome. For more
information, call the Acquistions
Department at (408) 924-2705.
NURSES CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
"Caring for Physical Needs"
Bible study at 2 p.m. in the Student
Union’s MonteIvo Room. For more
information, call Diane Stegmeir at
(408) 279-6385.
NUTRITION & FOOD SCIENCES
Percent body fat testing with
bioelectrical impedance from 12 - 2
p.m. in the Central Classroom
Building, Room 103. St. Patrick’s 2
for 1 special. For more information,
call Jill Christensen at (4081 9243110.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
(408) 924-4330. Tuesday Nite
Lecture Series: Bernadette Cotter,
performance of "Dear Altar" from 5
- 6 p.m. in the Art Building’s
Thompson Gallery. For more information, call Andy at ,4081 924-4328.
Student Galleries’ Art
Receptions from 6 - 8 p.m. in the
Art Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
(408) 924-4330.

Wednesday
AKBAYAN OF SJSU
Pilipino Cultural Night dance
practice from 6 - 8 p.m. in Joe West

Hall near the Dining Commons For
more information, call James at
(408) 291-0680.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY
Alpha Night Entertainment
Extravaganza - Comedy Show at 8
p.m in the Student Union
Ballroom For more information,
call Demetrius Williams at )408)
309-2043.
A. S. ELECTION BOARD
Student elections from 9 a.m. - 8
p.m. at the following polling locations:
MacQarrie Hall (9 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Clark Library 19 a.m. - 8 p.m.)
Student Union (9 a.m. - 8 p.m.)
For more information, call Alicia
Itestivo at (408) 924-5955.
ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Potluck. Everyone welcome at
7:30 p.m. in the Student Inion’s
Almaden Room. For more in
call David at (4081 265-7442.
CAREER CENTER
Co-op Workshop at 12:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call the
Career Resource Center at 14081
924-6034.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:30
p.m. at the John XXIII Center,
across from SJSI"fheatre. For
more information. call Ginny at
(4081 93/4-1610

CHURCH Or SCIENTOLOGY
Free film: "Evolution of a
Science" at 7:30 p.m. at 410
Cambridge Ave., Suite C, Palo Alto.
For more information, call Joe
Feshback at (650) 853-0602.
EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY COMMUNITY
Dinner and discussion: "Jesus
Initiates a Revolution" from 5:30 - 7
p.m. in the Student Union’s Pacheco
Room. For more information, call
Anna at 1408) 293-2401.
M.E.CH.A.(MOVIEMENTO
ESTUDIANTIL CHICANO AZTLAN)
Meeting: Chicano/Chicana
Caucus at 2:30 p.m. at the Chicano
Resource Center.
NUTRITION & FOOD SCIENCES
Percent body fat testing with
bioelectrical impedance from 1 - 3
p.m. in the Central Classroom
Building, Room 103. For more information, call Jill Christensen at
(4081 924-3110.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM
Brown Bag Lunch Program:
"%mewl’ Health Issues" presented
by Laura McGregor from 12 - 1:30
p.m. in the Student Union’s Pacheco
Room For more information, call
Susan Clair at (4081 924-5962.
SCHOOL Or ART AND DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information. call Brendan at
14010 924-4:330.

Thursday
ALPHA PHI OMEGA (NATIONAL COEDUCATIONAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION)

’Report taken for hit arid run accident in Seventh Street
Garage.
March 13
*Report taken for grand theft at Spartan Bookstore.
March 14
*Suspect detained for being drunk in public at fraternity
party.
’Report taken for harassing phone calls at Moulder Hall.

You

know you’re in silicon valley when:

You make $120,000 a year, but can’t find a place to live.
You’re ashamed to tell anyone if you’re making less than $80,000.
You see nothing but expensive cars because of the above.
Your commute time is 45 minutes and you live eight miles from
work.
You stop asking how much things cost and start asking "How
long will it take?"
You know Highway 280 North runs west, and Highway 680
North runs east.
You don’t understand how carpool lanes work because you normally don’t commute during those hours.
You meet a friend for lunch and the first topic is where you are
working now and what are your stock options.
You have completely forgotten how to write by hand.
You think that "I’m going to Fry’s Electronics" is an acceptable
excuse to leave the office for a while. And you boss does, too.

’Phantom’ author ill again
LONDON (AP) - Andrew Lloyd Webber says illness is forcing
him to slow down, but he won’t stop working altogether.
Lloyd Webber, whose hits on stage include "Cats," "Evita" and
"Phantom of the Opera: said he began suffering inexplicable flulike symptoms a decade ago.
"I had every allergy.’ test and went wheat-free, milk-free, winefree that was the worst!) until a doctor in New York found I had
picked up an amoeba and put me on some very strong drugs that
knocked it out," he wrote in this week’s Radio Times.
But the illness came back in September, said Lloyd Webber, who
will be 50 on Sunday.
"I think I’m going to have to lock myself away and just concentrate* on writing - that’s the way forward," he said. "I’ve not been
well for a long time* and my doctor says I’ve got to cancel everything. But I can’t do that. Musicals are my lifeblood."

Album for Bosnia victims
LONDON (API - More than 20 years after hanging up his guitar, the artist fOrmerly known as Cat Stevens surfaced Monday to
promote an album he helped record for victims of the Bosnian conflict.
Yusuf Islam, as he is now known, wrote two songs on the charity album but sings only one - "The Little Ones."
"It’s a reminder of the place that music plays in the life of a
Muslim, and, indeed, in everyone’s life," he said, flanked by politicians at the* House* of Commons. "Nobody can stop songs from emanating from the human soul."
The creator of such songs as "Wild World." "Morning has Broken"
and "Peace Train" abandoned his career in 1977 and dedicated his
life to spreading the Muslim faith.
In 1995, Bosnia Foreign Minister Irfan Ljubijankic gave him a
cassette* of a song he had written and re’corde’d, "I Have No Cannons
that Roar." Ljubijankic was killed soon after, when rebel Serbs shot
down his helicopter, and his death prompted Islam to create the*
album.
Islam plays no guitar on the* album.

WST
Registration
Deadline
March 20, 1998

Don’t Wait!

ikts weAk
Available through Council Travel retail offices only.
I= Travel

Test Date
April 11, 1998

Namt.

OFF.: Comil en International bdsciiis,ai F achange

102 University Avenue, Suite B
(next to Blockbuster)
Palo Alto
(408) 295-8886
919 Irving St., 8102
San Francisco
(415) 566-6222
530 Bush St., Ground Ft
San Francisco

(415) 421-3473
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ASSOCIATION Or ASPIRING
MATHEMATICS & SCIENCE TEACHERS
Colloquium series and meeting
with free lunch from 12 - 1 p.m. in
Duncan Hall, Room 505. For more
information, call Jim Paolini at
(408) 924-4835, or Dr. Kitchen at
(408) 924-5157.
CAREER CENTRE
Recruiting Services Workshop at
12:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at (408) 924-6034.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:30
p.m. at the John XXIII Center,
across from SJSU Theatre. For
more information, call Ginny at
(408) 938-1610.
CHURCH Or SCIENTOLOGY
Free film: "Orientation" at 7:30
p.m. at 80 E. Rosemary St. For more
information, call Ilene at (408) 4416661.

HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Workshop on stress management, everyone welcome at 5 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Council
Chambers. For more information,
call Maribel at (408) 294-3667.
PEE-MED Cumt
Joint meeting with SAACS at
12:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall, Room
346. For more information, call Shu
St (408) 938-0581.
SCHOOL Or ART AND DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
(408) 924-4330.
THE LISTENING HOUR
Student Chamber Music Recital:
SJSU Percussion Duo and String
Quartet performing music of the
Romantic Period and the 20th
Century from 12:30 - 1:15 p.m in
the Music Building Concert Hall.
For more information, call 1408)
924-4631.

Sparta Guide a amide,’ free if rharyte ta itS
den:, faculty and staff The deadline fur entries is
nig.. three dars lafore dosired puhliraticin date
Entry firms tor available in the Spaniel Daily
Office Span. restratiutis mar require editing of nub,

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY
Seminar "Development and

Gaither resumes schedule

March 10
*Report of a backpack theft at Bud Winter Field.

Report taken for forged parking permit in 10th Street
Garage.

A. S. ELECTION BOARD
Last day to vote in student elections from 9 a.m. 8 p.m. at the following polling locations:
MacQarrie Hall (9 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
’Clark Library (9 a.m. - 8 p.m.)
Student Union (9 a.m. -8 p.m.)
For more information, call Alicia
Restivo at (408) 924-5955.

Testing of a Model to Simulate the
Mercury Cycle in the Earth’s
Atmosphere" by Prasad Pai from 12
- 1:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall, Room
615. For more information, call
(408) 924-5200.

"I personally don’t want to pick up a guitar again," he said. "I
don’t feel like it. I’m much more of a poet."

Watch

March 11
Report taken for tagging in North Garage.

Meeting: past, present and
future members welcome at 7:30
p.m in the Student Union’s
Guadalupe Room. For more information, call (408) 924-6626.

$25 fee
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

ALEXANDRIA, Ind. (AP) - Gospel’s Bill Gaither expects to
return to the stage this week after an angioplasty forced him to
miss two weekend shows.
Gaither, who turns 62 this month, had the procedure Friday
after a checkup turned up a blocked vessel, publicist Judi Turner
said Monday.
"He’s now at home resting, getting ready to resume his schedule
this weekend," Turner said.
The composer of "He Touched Me" was forced to sit out concerts
in Jonesboro, Ark., and Omaha, Neb.
He plans to appear Friday in Johnson City, Tenn.

Revlon adds a new face
NEW YORK (AP) - Hong Kong film star Rachel Shane will join
Revlon’s lineup of spokeswomen.
Shane, who has appeared in 15 movies, including "Chungking
Express," will join Cindy Crawford. Halle Berry and Melanie
Griffith, among others, in pushing Revlon products in print and on
television, the company said Monday.
The native of Vancouver, Canada, moved to Hong Kong in 1991
and worked on television before making it big in the Asian film
market. She recently moved to New York.

New role for Dana Reeve
NEW YORK (AP) - Dana Reeve wants to be more than her husband Christopher’s nurse. She wants to get her acting career back
in gear.
"People come up to me in elevators to tell me how much they
’admire’ me," she said. "I’m a very famous wife - but I’m still plodding along in my career."
Reeve has a new gig as the star of "Good Will: a play based on a
Jane Smiley novella about a young couple who move to Amish
country.
After her husband was paralyzed from the neck down in a 1995
horse riding accident, Reeve spent six months by his side, teaming
how to care for him.
"We both felt it was important for us to remain a couple: she
said in Monday’s Daily News. "I didn’t want to be just his nurse."

File Clerk
Part -Time
25-30 Hrs./ Week
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
seeks a detail -oriented
and dependable
individual for their new
regional office in
San Jose.
Responsibilities include
filing, faxing and covering
for the receptionist.
Excellent phone etiquette
required. Filing
experience preferred.
Competitive salary. Fax
resume to
(408) 445-7531 or Call:
(408) 467-1300.
EOE M/F/DN

ts
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A.S. presidential candidates:

The
race
is
on...

Even though the candidates for the Associated Student President come from many walks of life, they have one goal in common - - increasing communication. The president is the chief executive officer of the A.S. and is its official representative. Another responsibility is carrying out the execution of all legislation, which includes the coordination of the A.S. committees. Finally, the president is responsible for submitting the budget and filling vacancies and
appointments with the approval of the A.S. Board of Directors. And the presidential candidates are...

With more
students running
for office this
year than in the
previous five, the
Daily sorts out
the platforms,
the measures and
the candidates

Marc Madden
Diverse Student Affiliates
mart’ Madde n. co-firinder
of the "Learn CPR" and
"First Aid- components
of the Peer Health Education
Program, wants to ensure everyone is informed and taken into
account when deciding on
issues. Ile. wants to hold the
eidministratii in accountable for
its actions when dealing with
money, support UPI) in acquiring a support staff and keep
minds open to student needs.
"Nly whi le. agenda is to stand
together," Madden said. "This
cainpus is inherently diverse.
We need to reach out to the campus and look to A S. members
I or help. guidance and support."
I in ersity IS eine of the rea,011, why Madden is against
controversial issues such as the.
joint library proposal and the
Caliber-ma Education Technology
Initiative
’Flu. joint library is a plan
wee n San Jose State
l.niversity and the City of San
Jose that would combine San
Jose .s Martin Luther King Jr.
Main Library with SJSU’s
Wahlquist and Clark libraries.
CETI is a $2.8 billion project
funded by Microsoft, GTE,
Fujitsu and Hughes that would
link the 24 CSI’ campuses
together in a single. network.
"If it (joint library slows
down and hinders the. students
it is not a good idea. It’s a
Madden said.
"The problem with (’ETI is
this institution is not here to
standardize thought." he. said.

V.P. candidates:
11 Jon Pere,

Jeffrey Batuhan
Blue & Gold
Party
Meghan Horrigan
SJSU Party
Mark Templeton
Diverse Student
Affiliates

cussing the preposals.
"I don’t think our job as student leaders is tee he against
something unless it is not student friendly" Batuhan said,
while. speaking on his openness
to the. Joint Literary and CETI if
student’s input is accounted for.
The. Joint Library is a plan
that wenild combine San Jose0s
Martin Luther King Jr. Main
Library with &Nil’s Wahlquist
and dark Libraries. CETI is a
$2.8 billion project funded by
Microsnft, GTE, Fujitsu and
Hughes that would link the 24
CSI’ campuses together in a single. network.
It is these controversial
Ititille’s that Diverse. Student
Affiliate. Mark Templeton is
against.
"I am not in support of the
Joint Library," Templeton said.
"Students should not have to
compete with the rest of the city
"Students should not suffer so
the. University President and
Mayor of the city can say, 61
have the best Library"
He. sees CETI as a hamper on
diversity, which is in opposition
with his party’s goals. Those
include. student funding and
See V.P., page 5

Chris Constantin
SJSU Party
Twenty -one -year-old electrical engineering major
Chris Constantin wants
tee eliminate special fees charged
by the university, which appear
on a student’s billing statement.
He. also wants to double the
existing $500,000 Associated
Students Scholarship Endowment
Fund, extend the hours of
admissions, cashiering and counseling and create a computer
recruitment center.
The. Endowment Fund is a
scholarship that rewards students who take. an active. part in
the. community.
Constantin a three-year
veteran of the A.S. will pursue. lowering bookstore prices.
He understands the need for the
bookstore to be competitive but
is concerned about student needs.
"You should not have a student go out and find the. cheapest prices for books," Constantin
said. -They should go here."
The recruitment center is a
way to help students find top
jobs, according to Con st an t in.
By developing relations with
corporations by surveying them
about what they desire in applicants, Constantin wants to
develop a set profile for students
to till out. With information on
experience and skills, the
employers can then call the students they want. "This provides
jobs faster," Constantin said.
-Companies love this idea."
Constantin sees the joint
library and CETI as having
potential, but wants to set. more

Controller candidates:
By-Jon Perez
Staff

Student vice, pr,
Ass.
,\
iderntial c.endidates 1,
Batuhan. Nleglian I orrigaii mid
Mark Templeton all ieee-eu
common geeil
the
fluent ot San -1,,se
Cniversity -- but they have elit
tiring views on how to carry elm
the task
As chairperson ;if the A
Board of I hrectors. t lie- vice cur -dent’s duties include. being the
liaison bet we ’en the. legislative.
and exegaitive. branches Along
with per-feet-ming the. duties of
the president during his or her
absence, the vice’ pre’side’nt is
responsible tier keeping a cone
ple.te and pe’rmane’nt reword of
the A.S. bylaws and legislation
passed by the. A.S. Board of
Directors. The. vice president
plans, coordinates and implements an internship program
for the. incoming Directors and
Executive officers
Battihan, the. current A.S.
president, says that his experience
best qualifies him for the job
"I’m running for vice. lure’s’
dent because. I would be. ;I great
resource for the. president,"
Batuhan said.
As a member of the’ Blue. and
Gold Party Batuhan is an advocate of their goals, but he also
has issues of his own such as
addressing parking, a Student
Union recreation ce’nte’r and a
24-hour computer lab for students.
"We. need to build our athletics, that is how you get known as
a university," fiatuhan said,
while pointing ()tit that these.
issues are a possibility, but, "it
definitely needs work."
Batuhan is against the. controversial issu ’s eel the. Joint
Library and the California
Education Technology Initiative
at its current status, because he
hasn’t seen the. necessary student input he. said. If this happens, he would lx. open to dis-

iieseldy. 11.11

The Controller is the’ chief
financial officer of the’ A.S. The.
controller administers the
financial affairs. Along with
being responsible for the execution of all fiscal legislation
passed by the. Board of
Directors, the. controller submits
a report of the A.S. General
Fund tee the. board on a weekly
basis.
Ht. or she’ also publicizes
financial reports to the’ general
student body at least semiannually
As a member of the Diverse
Student Affiliates, 21 -year-old
biology major Rakesh Patel
knows the. challenge of getting
funds.
"I know what a big hassle. it is
of getting funds," Patel said,
while giving his suggestion to
increase club knowledge of
acquiring A.S. support. "What I
would like. to do is meet with the.
executive councils eel clubs... to
show them how tee impress the
A.S. We need to have workshops."
Patel frets that his record of
getting the. India Student
Association out of debt, while.
carrying 15 units, speaks for
itself in terms eel experience.
"It taught me. that there are
24 hours in a day, and it has
taught me the value of time
management," Patel said. "I’m a
quick learner."
Rude. also has experience in
time’ management. The. experience gained in being his fraternity’s -- Alpha Tau Omega

Clifton Cunningham
Independent
Twenty-Mur-year-old Clifton
Cunningham, an aviation
major, has a goal: He
wants tee be. the. ambassador of
student will if elected.
"I think students at SJSU
have. specific goals," he said.
"And I think the school has
watered them down with superfluous things."
Cunningham is resolute in
his belief that San Jose State
University is not doing all that
it Call for the- students who
:Mend this CallIp11:,
’We’ know what they want,
and they don’t fill those needs,"
Cunningham said.
As an independent candidate.,
Cunningham’s main goal is tier
the. university to fiwus on meeting the educational needs of the
student.
"I’m under the impression
that students don’t want to be
be it he .der
;end be egged (hewn with
red tape." Cunningham said.
Cunningham believes that
students shouldn’t have. to deal
with things other than being a
student and graduating.
"They are. here because they
are the. brightest in their field,"
Cunningham said. reti.rring to
SJSU students.
And (’unningham thinks that
SJSU can do more for these
same. students.
"The university doesn’t provide for them," Cunningham
said. "I am the. instrument of
re .y enge."

Academic Senate candidates:
By Ed Oberweiser
’ic-need Sictt \X rift r

Willi-T.

As i liaison between the
Associated Students and campus clubs, the. Controller has to
be open tee spend time to go over
the processes in receiving
money.
The. three candidates for controller Geremy Rude’, I.ynn
Vierra and Rakesh Patel say
they are. willing to provide. this

Heather Cook
Blue & Gold Party
experience that
w,th
includes being the A.S.
Director of Academic
Affairs and vice president of
Spartan Shops Inc., Blue. & Gold
candidate Heather Cook is prepared to deal with problems by
receiving student input and
establishing a good rapport with
the administration.
"That’s what Associated
Students should do," Cook said.
-We should get the voice of the.
students.
develeped a great rapport with the. administration.
That is so important as a president. We are going tee listen to
each other and compromise."
Cook said. With a platform of
improving technology, campus
safety, service’s and student
accessibility, (’ink sees communication as the key.
"Things can always
improved," Cook said. "My motivation for running for president
is to lead the A.S. tee its highest
potential."
While. Cook sees positive.
aspects of CETI and the joint
library, she. doesn’t want to back
them without more. student
voice being heard first.
Cook wants to improve’ safety
by increasing officer visibility
and availability while committing to provide funding for hiring more escort officers.
"There have. been a lot of sality problems. I have. felt unsafe."
Cook said.
She (elm) wants to empower
the. board to help better interact

Geremy Rude
Blue and Gold
Party
Lynn Vierra
SJSU Party
Rakesh Patel
Diverse Student
Affiliates

rush chair and President while
volunteering time. for community service has helped him prepare for his bid.
"I’m a workaholic," Rude. said.
"I like. challenging myself. I can
offer my assistance! in order for
student organizations tee get
funding."
The. 22 -year-old Blue and
Gold Party representative feels
that understanding of A.S. policies and procedures to all campus organizations is one of the
steps tel using the’ A.S. effectively.
"I fit the’ description eel the
controller," Rude. said. "I see
myself as being a leader and
more of the active type acme."
The. SJSU Party representative for controller is 21 -year-old
Administration of Justice. major
Lynn Vierra.
She. is all about details, she
said.
"I’m very detailed," Vierra
said. "I know my parameters. I
try to balance. out what the. A.S.
needs and what the organizations need, and I will try to compromise between them."
She’ said she has learned
these needs by being the president of the Kappa Delta
See Controller, page 5

Campus safety. expanded
cashier and library hours. lower
book prices and a more userfriendly campus are among the.
top issues for the. Academic
Senate candidates.
The Academic Senate is the.
principal agency. for Mrmulating
and recommending policy for
San Jose. State’ I niversity,
according to the. Associated
Students Handbook. Seven candidate’s are running for five open
student seats on the. Senate.
Incumbent Todd Brown said
he wants to increase the. lighting
on campus. "Female. students
have told me. they don’t feel safe’
on campus at night," Brown
said. He said he will work tee
increase. the’ escort service and
the lighting on campus
Brown thinks the resident
halls should each adopt a
University Police. Department
officer tel improve communications with them.
Terry Pries, an SJSU Party
candidate, wants to see extended hours and services by the
Cashiers Office. and Admissions
and Records.
"It takes too long for students
tee get through the. line’s," said
Pries."( had tel wait an hour to
pay a parking ticket."
Pries also wants to SVP the
final exam schedule. changed so
that it doesn’t occur in the same
week as registration
Gagan Singh, the’ Diverse
Student Affiliate’s candidate’,
said the. administration should
have to compete with students
for parking spaces since it
issued more permits than there.
are. parking space’s. Singh said
Spartan Shops should not have
a food service monopoly on campus because it leads to higher
prices.
Library hours should be
expanded later at night, according to Singh.
"Other CSlis have library
hours up tee at least midnight

Todd Brown
Independent
Terry Pries
SJSU Party
Gagan Singh
DSA
Robert Green
SJSU Party
Michael Zamora
Independent
Nektarlos Matheou
SJSU Party
Jason Barba
SJSU Party

and 24 hours during final
exams," Singh said.
Singh said he also wants to
see expanded hours of the cafeteria for night students.
SJSU Party member Robert
Green says he. will work for
lower expenses for students. He
thinks special fees like lab fees,
health fees and child care. fees
should be. eliminated.
"Most students aren’t aware
of how many special fees there.
are," Green said. "I want to
make them aware of the. fees
and get their input."
Green said he wants to work
to bring a fast food outlet like.
McDonalds tel campus without
losing student jobs.
SISt Party Incumbent Jason
Barba wants tee hewer book and
Mod prices on campus. He said
both the food services and the.
bookstore are. nun -profit operations that actually make’ a profit. According to Barba they are.
not supposed tee.
He says he. would eliminate
that profit by lowering prices for
students.
Barba also wants tee SI‘P thy
literary open 24 hours a day. He
said this could be financed by
See Senate, page 5
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Voter’s guide to parties Pair of measures make ballot
Page
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Looking to speed your way through the voting booth this year? Vote along party
lines. There are two new parties, Diversified Student Affiliates and the Blue & Cold
party. The "old-timer" SJSU Party, was formed last year The presidential candidates recently expressed their visions for their parties in separate interviews.

SJSU Party
Where they stand: Student rights, advocacy, experience and

Ir diversity.

Goals: The passing of Measure "M" on this year’s student ballot
is of primary concern to the party. A long term goal is to implement
a program to develop stronger relationships between employers and
Presidential students.
candidate
"Why do you come to SJSU?" Constantin said. "You come to get a
Chris
Constantin Last WOrd:Constantin said experience is what he looks for in
candidates and is what sets his party apart.

Blue & Gold Party
Where they stand: Equal representation and voter confidence.

Goals: Developing the campus computer centers and improving
Presidential
candidate
Heather
Cook

campus safety. Some of the party’s long-term goals are to develop
strong student leaders, increase campus unity and encourage lobbying from the campus community.
Cook said not only are her party’s goals attainable but they come
directly from student input.
Last Word: Cook said goals reflecting the student body’s wants
and needs are what distinguish her party from the other two.

Diversified Student Affiliates
Where they stand: Unity through diversity.
Goals: Addressing parking and safety as pressing student concerns and the problem of increasing enrollment and diminishing
funds.
Madden said his party was concerned about the California
Presidential Education and Technology Initiative. (CETI is a proposal that would
candidate
allow a corporate investment group to provide the CSU system with
Marc
a technology infrastructure.)
Madden
"CETI’s biggest problem is that it’s ’McDonald’s’ education," Madden
said.
Last Word: Madden said diversity is what he looks for in candidates and is what makes his party unique.
Staff writer Nicholas Boer compiled this report.

ByJerenalah Oslum
Staff Writer
Three AS. members think that students should be aware of the implications of the two measures that will
appear on Wednesday and Thursday’s
election ballot before voting for them.
Both measures "L" and "M"
could affect the way A.S. conducts
business and the $18 a semester students give them.
Measure "M" would guarantee that
a "minimum of 10 percent of the A.S.
Operating Budget would be dedicated
to the A.S. Scholarship Endowment
Fund" and "...a minimum of 10 percent... to Student Organization
Activities in order to maintain their
current funding," according to the
Voter Information Guide.
"I think that it’s great that we are
ensuring 10 percent of our budget will
go to student organizations," said
Jeffrey Batuhan, who is the current
A.S. president. "But people should
know that by freezing another 10 percent for the Endowment Fund we are
really stretching a budget that is
already thin. Although I support the
measure, I think it is important that
students know the possible drawbacks." He also pointed out that while
the $18 will not likely change, the cost
of running A.S. can increase.
The A.S. Endowment Fund is used
to give "student leaders" scholarships
and was established last year with an
initial deposit of $500,000. This year
another $122,000 was set aside for the
fund. The interest earned on the
account is used 14 scholarships. The
Financial Aid Office estimates that
about 34 scholarships will be given
out, paying for about half of the student leaders’ tuitions.
Student leaders are not just A.S.
office holders, according to Executive
Director of A.S. Alfonso De Alba
"Student leaders can include anyone who is on a committee, or heads

Measure "M"
A.S. Operating Budget:
Ten percent would be
dedicated to A.S. Scholarship
Endowment Fund.
Minimum of 10 percent
would go to maintain Student
Organization Activities.

Measure "L"
Calls for new process to
choose members of the
Judicial Selection Committee.

another campus organization," said De
Alba.
Chris Constantin, who is running
for president on the SJSU ticket, is a
strong proponent of the measure.
"The 10 percent for student organizations can go up but never down,"
said Constantin, who also noted that
any group registered with the Student
Life Center is eligible. "The 10 percent
for the Endowment Fund would not
take from current programs. It is
excess money. The fund could be up to
$1 million by next year if the measure
passes." Constantin said that the
excess money came from streamlining
current programs, not cutting.
De Alba said that if the measures
pass, everything A.S. currently does
may not survive. Things such as the
business office, officer stipends and
legal counseling may have to be cut.
Heather Cook, who is running for
A.S. president, thinks that if the measure passes, officer stipends would be

the first thing cut.
"I think it would be the noble thing
to do," she said.
While no one has openly come out
against Measure "M," Measure "L" has
been debated.
Measure "L" would change the way
the Judicial Selection Committee is
chosen. The committee selects the
judges who sit on the Judicial Review
Board. The Judicial Review Board
makes sure that the A.S. acts within
its guidelines by hearing filed complaints.
The debate is over the ability of the
Judicial Selection Committee to reach
a quorum which is needed to select
judges. For the past year they have not
been able to reach a quorum, so no
judges have sat on the Judicial Review
Board, meaning that there has been
judicial restraint on A.S. To reach a
quorum, three of the five members
have to be in attendance.
Last year, after controversial use of
student funds to buy furniture and
stereo equipment, the need for a judiciary became apparent, according to
Cook.
Chris Constantin, who was an original sponsor but not a supporter, sees
no reason to make the change.
"My original reading was that it
was fine as written," Constantin said.
"I still see no reason to change. If we
do change it, I don’t think that a quorum would be reached. If we just wait
a year, I see no reason why a quorum
would not be able to be reached."
Cook said she does not understand
why Constantin would sponsor the bill
if he didn’t like it.
"He (Constantin) knows if this does
not pass, the selection committee will
not reach a quorum," said Cook, who
plans to ultimately call for student
elected judges. "If the current wording
works, then why haven’t we selected
any judges for a year’?"

A.S. directors candidates: Candidates to debate issues, urge participation
For the first time in recent memory, most of the Associated Student
offices will be contested.
This year, there are more candidates running for office than any
time since 1992 when there were 55 candidates, according to Andrei
Ingalla, AS. elections coordinator.
The only offices that will go uncontested will be the Directors of
California State Affairs, Intercultural Affairs and Sponsored
Programs. Leo Davila, Hania Melheni, and Vivian Myla Lu have
won those respective offices.
All office holders have general responsibilities. Such responsibilities include having an adequate knowledge of student affairs at
SJSU, giving regular reports on their area of responsibility and holding five weekly office hours.
Along with general responsibilities, each office has specific duties.

The Director of Academic Affairs:
The main role of this office is to act as the liaison between the
Academic Senate and Associated Students. Other responsibilities
include submitting proposals, initiating change in academic policies
and reporting changes in academic and administrative policies and
procedures to the Board of Directors. Candidates: George
Constantin (SJSU Party), Michael Pereira (Blue & Gold Party) and
Jay Bannerjee (Diverse Student Affiliates).

Director of Business Affairs:
Serving on the A.S. Budget, Special Allocations and Finance committees are all part of this office. Directors are expected to work with
budgeted groups of A.S. and make recommendations on budget revisions to the general fund. Candidates: Stefani Pearsall 1B & G
Party), Sunil Patel (DSA) and Jason Restivo (SJSIT Party).

Director of Communications:
This office is responsible for advertising and publicizing A.S.
meetings and activities to media, students and the Board of
Directors. Serving on the A.S. public relations board and working
with Director of Environmental Affairs on marketing for the SJSU
Transportation Program are other responsibilities. Candidates:
Shila Desai (DSA) and Jennifer Makin (B & G Party).

Director of Community Affairs:
Liaison to the residence halls, Greek associations, the Campus
Community Association and the San Jose City Council are among
this director’s responsibilities. They try to create a safe and clean
environment for SJSU students. Candidate’s: Joanne Elek ( B & G
Party), Nina Bailey ( DSA) and Brian Cortese (SJSU Party)

Director of Environmental Affairs:
Assessing the environmental impact of projects at STSIT, writing
four reports per year on the Environmental Resource, Center and
dealing with other environmental concerns on cami us are the
responsibilities of this office. (’andidates: (Tayl Is-ones iJSU Partyl
and Dennis English (Independent).

Director of Ethnic Affairs:
Working with student minority groups, pursuing complaints of
harassment and heading the A.S. Multi -Ethnic and Cultural
Committee are the main duties of this office. Candidate’s: Raymond
Lim (SJSU Party) and Navjeet Singh Maddh (DSA).

Director of Non-Traditional Minority Affairs:
This director works with the needs of students who are disabled,
homosexual, night, re-entry, veterans and female (’andidate’s:
Elizabeth Green (SJSU Party) and Eddy Howard ( 13 & G Party).

Director of Student Rights and Responsibilities:

This director’s goal is to make students aware of their rights and
responsibilities. Directors also work with the Ombudsman’s office
(deals with grade changes) and serve on the Student Grievance
Committee. Candidate’s: Nguyen Ha (Ind.), Chad McGowan III
Party) and Patrick Viaclo (Sall Party).

Director of Student Services:

This director works with the Student I inion Board of Directors
and A.S. Campus Recreation Program to make sure service needs of
students are adequately addressed Candidates: Natalie Reyes
ISJSI1 Party), Pedram Sam II:Wm-Ian )I)SA) and Christopher
Paszkowski (13 & G Party).
Staff writer Jeremiah Oshan compiled this report.

By Jon Perez
Staff Writer
There’s going to be a no-holds
barred match in the Dining
Commons
Tuesday
night,
according to Academic Senate
member Todd Brown.
An
Associated
Students
Election Debate will be held at 9
p.m. in the Dining Commons
located behind Joe West Hall.
Brown, who is also a resident
adviser for .Toe West Hall, is coordinating the debate because he
is concerned with on -campus
involvement.
The debate is sponsored by
the International Residence Hall
Association and is a chance for
students to engage in a no-holds
barred question session, according to Brown.

"I want to get them involved include an introduction, speechand get them going," Brown said. es from each candidate and
"A.S. does use student funds, questions from students.
SJSU party member Chris
Students should know what’s
going on because it’s their Constantin sees the question
session as the most important
money."
With 1,47:3 students living on aspect.
"The format allows the stuto IRHA
campus according
the questions,"
dent to ask
President Rai-mon Barnes
Brown sees their involvement as Constantin said. "It will show
a way to improve voter turnout, which candidates are the most
even though he doesn’t expect all informed."
of them to attend.
Constantin said that he is
"I’m hoping tier 50 to 100 peo- eager to hear student concerns
along with being able to express
ple to attend," Brown said,
Barnes, who plans to attend, his party’s platform.
though
Brown
Even
likes the idea that the resident
students will be able to voice expressed that some candidates
see the forum as being risky
their views at the debate.
"I think the residents on cam- because of its closeness to elecpus should be involved, because tion day polls open at 9 a.m.
we have to live here," he said.
on Wednesday vice presidenThe debate’s agenda will tial candidate Meghan Horrigan

has a different view.
"I see it as being a plus,"
Horrigan said. "The people listening will know where the candidates are coming from."
Each candidate will be allotted three minutes to speak and
will be given thP’opportunity to
give the pros and cons on campus-related issues such as safety
and resident convenience.
"I want to address the issues
that address the halls and campus," Diverse Student Affiliate
presidential candidate Marc
Madden said. "The field is wide
open."
Questions and comments concerning the debate night can be
made by calling Todd Brown at
(408) 924-8708.

Voter turnout to surpass previous years Voter guide
By Nicholas Boer
tau \X tot
Ballot boxes may bulge, more,
than usual during this year’s
student elections. The, election is
getting a higher than normal
profile, because of a sea of candidates and the first ever mass
mailing of voter int’ormation to
students’ homes.
Forty-five candidates vying
for 17 positions means there, will
be, plenty of losers, but Alicia
Restive), chief election officer,
heves that their losses will add
up to net gains fier voter turnout
"Thee. year we, have, the, most
candidates in a long time,,"
Restiyo said. "That fact alone
will Ming a greater turnout
year, with 21 candidates
running. only. 1,769 votes we’re.
cast, or just over 7 percent Icfthl I

student population. That is
down from a high of 13 percent
in 1984, according to Andrei
Ingala, Associated Students electhins adviser,
"Seven percent is pretty low,
but for this university’ that’s normal," Ingala said. He expects
that turnout will rise to 10 percent this year.
The. voter information mailing may or may not have, an
impact. according to Restive). She,
said a number of students told
her they liked the pamphlet and
others said they just tossed it
aside. The mailing, which
Restive) said cost about $6,500,
was one of two new election regillations implemented last year
by A.S tee encourage higlie’r voter
turnout. Absentee. ballots were.
also made. :evadable. but according tic Ingal.1 cclv 12 ,ttidents

V.P.: Students speak up
Continued from page 4
campus safety
"You strip the. instructor’s
creativity. by having one lecture.
broadcast eive.r 20 classes across
the C5l1 system," he, said.
As a third generation SJS11
grad II ate,
the
24 -year-old
Templeton is the Chairperiun
for the Student Health Advisory
Committee and co-founder of
the Association of St udent
Clubs and Organizations
A member of the SJSU Party.
Meghan Horrigan is bent on
improving student life. at the.
university
As the. current A S Director
of California State Affairs,
florrigan as vice president
wants to address the advising
system problems where she
feels that students are told they

need to take different classes
each time. they SVC a counselor.
"If we get more organization
len their part, I Call help them
try to find a better system,"
11m-rig:in said, referring to the.
fact that most students don’t
always get tee see the, same, counse dor
Being elected, Horrigan said,
will aid in her accomplishing
her personal peals.
"I want tee get more invedved,"
she, said. "Being in an executive,
peisition ciin help me, ;icceemplish
that"
Her party goals include. eliminating special fee’s, lowering
book and food price’s around
campus and extending hours of
student services such as admissions, cashiering and counseling

applied to use them.
Jeffrey Batuhan, current A.S.
president, said a more positive
image of A.S. has been created
during his term and hopes it will
translate into voter enthusiasm.
"I feel this is going to be a big
election," Batuhan said.
Ingala, who has been on the
election board for the past four
years, said candidate’s have been
more, visible than usual.
"There has definitely been
more,
campaigning.
DSA
(Diversified Students Affiliate’
has been aggressive."
Marc Madden, DSA candidate
for president, said he wants students to get involved, regardless
it’ they like him or his party.
"Vote us in or vote us down
But vote," he. said,

Senate:
Continued from page 4
reallocating funds from the
mandatory fees.
candidate
Independent
Michael Zamora said he will
work tee change, the, residence
halls’ lack of Internet access.
Zamora said the residence
halls don’t have analog phone
lines which are necessary to use
modems and log onto the
Internet. "Students from other
CSU campuses are amazed at
how hard it is for students to get
Internet access at SJSU,"
Zamora said.
Nektarios Matheou of the
SJSU Party said he wants tee
work on extending the hours of
admissions, the cashiers office
and counseling to provide more
convenient service for students

corrections
Students heading to the
polls to cast their votes in this
week’s Associated Students
election, March 18 and 19,
take heed: voting times printed on the front of the Voter
Information Guide are incorrect, according to Associated
Students Election Coordinator
Andrei Ingalla.
Polls open at 9 a.m. on
March 18 and March 19 and
close at 8 p.m. at the Student
Union and Clark Library on
both days. The polls close earlier at 2 p.m. at MacQuarrie
Hall, which is the Math and
Science building in front of
the Seventh Street garage.
The voter guide shows the
incorrect poll closing times at
8 p.m. at MacQuarrie Hall
and 2 p.m. at Clark Library.
In order to vote, students
must bring their SJSU pink
enrollment/transit card with a
yellow spring1998 enrollment
sticker to one of the polling
stations.

Controller:
Continued from page 4
Sorority and being the, Director
of Student’s Rights and
Responsibilities She, feels that
the controller needs tee lee, detail oriented, organized and have, a
familianty with the A S budget
process, by-laws and dealing
with finances "I like having
direct contact and input from
students," Vierra said
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Music instructor Royal Hartigan (center) practices several Ghana songs with his West African drumming
class while Annette Macdonald’s Afro -Caribbean dance class performs the Harvest Dance.
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Based opal the novel by Andre Dumas,
the nailvs sct in lfifins Franci.. The French
citizens are starving. so the cruel King Louis
be overthrown.
XIV OM
la
But tin’ trick is finding a suitable repce

PhirtrI I Mil ft.st Id 1 tstIot/ Al Hits

ment flir the inhuman king. Enter the
terious prisoner number (i.t389000 the Man
in the Iron Mask la’s() played by DIC;iprioi
who is a ctually Lows. 1W111 brother, Philippe.
who was taken away at birth For the last

seven years he has been locked in a cell with
;in iron mask (Tinily locked over his fiice.
And %11,. will help oust the tyrannical
N,.}).,(1% hut the NIusketcers of course.
Athos (John Malkovichi, l’orthos (Gerard
Depardieu, and Anitnis (Jeremy Irons) come
together ;is the Three Musketeers and join
il’Artagnn
a (abriel
G
Byrne the C aptain of

tII Musketeers, in saving the nation.
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recycled i!ifire Low does a rood
job of lacing piano rifts with
drum machines and has,: which

exccptional by East Coast
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With Ow exception of "1st
Thing First- and "(’hamher

At one time the Musketeers served the
thrum. of Louis XIII, the predecessor of
DiCaprio. but now they are allied against the
King if France.
The event that causes the peaceful Athos
to rejoin the Musketeers and free the prisoner is Louis sending his beloved son off to
fight in a war and then seducing his fiancee,
Christine, played by French actress Judith
Godreche.

I)iinger.- there are no songs that
have replay value.
"Ibinger" hest signifies the
album With a smooth and rough
underground beat, G1’ wastes it
with a chorus of. "Take 0111 /
Shake (’M / break 1’111 And that is exactly what I

want to do with this album
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drumming and dancing.
Hartigan said he brings back
knowledge acquired in Ghana and
tries to pass it on to his students in the traditional
African $,vay.
The traditional African way of teaching is orally communicated knowledge. Hartigan said.
Students learn by listening, seeing and imitating,
and there is lots of hands-on training,

’Iron Mask’ shows strong mettle

GP Wu breaks
no new ground
Jon Pcri

African -American
ensembles.
music history and West African

PROFILE

His musical involvement began early in life.He
took up tap dancing at the age of three after being
influenced by both his uncle and his mother who
were tap dancers.
Hartigan began playing piano and hand drums
when he was eight years old and acquired a drumset when he was about 13.
His parents were very understanding and supportive when he practiced the drums at home,
Ifartigan said.
"My mother and my father and my uncle, who
brought me into music, put up with a lot and they
encouraged me," Hartigan said. "I’ll never forget
that."
He teams up with SJSU dance professor
Annette Macdonald and her Afro-Caribbean dance
students to put on music and dance performances.
Macdonald has also been to Ghana and said
African dance and music are two of her passions.
She began hearing about Hartigan from dance
students who told her she ought to look him up.
Then one day Hartigan showed up at her office.
"Royal’s very enthusiastic," Mcdonald said. "He’s
just contagious with his enthusiasm."
Freya Vaughn, a natural science major who has
been taking Haritgan’s West African class for two
years, agrees.
The most remarkable thing about Royal’s class
is the vibrancy and spirituality," said Vaughn.
Hartigan said he has learned, through his
research, about the intense spirituality in Third
World cultures mired in extreme poverty that is
portrayed in the music.
"There’s this beautiful, deep spiritual culture
that comes out of incredible poverty, unbearable
poverty," Hartigan said. "It’s hard to believe any
human being could survive, much less, have such
an open heart and spirit."
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Papers: Controversial ad leads to suspicion in newspaper theft
Continued from page 1
Templeton.
Cook said that she did not believe
Madden was responsible for the theft.
According to Templeton, flyers on yellow 8-by-10 inch paper were put up
around campus stating the same things
that were in the ad.
Madden said he told Diverse Student
Affiliates members not to take the

papers from the racks. "We want other
people to see what cowardly acts these
people will resort to," Madden said.
Templeton said he doesn’t feel the
other candidates or parties are responsible for the ad or the stolen papers.
Alicia Restivo, the chief officer of the
election board, said the ad is being
investigated by both the elections board
and Associated Students.

The SPARTAN ONLY
YEAR ROUND INFANT/TODDLER
moires no dim for producb or & Preschool Programs looking for
sentIces advertised below nor Is creative. energetic teachers and
there any &wantse implied. The substitutes. Available Ff & PT am &
cleselled columns of the Spartan pm hour positions. Excellent benefits.
Daly consist of paid advertiebg Come join our team, Los Gatos lcc.
arid ofirrIngs we not appeowid or Holly (408)358.3636 x 39. EOE.
retitled by the newspaper.
ASSISTANT: 5.20 HOURS/WEEK
Database entry/maintenance
EMPLOYMENT
Word Perfect and ACT.
880 and The AJameda.
MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
Call 1888.908.7456 x 9200.
now accepting applications for
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at PT CUSTOMER SERVICE 1-5pm,
617 N. 6th St. 998-9711.
M -F. Answer phones, It. clerical.
Nr SJSU. Call Lisa 408-275-1784.
LAW OFFICE - NEEDS COURIER.
We supply gas & car. Must have
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
valid driver’s license. Part-time
Women ages 21-29, healthy,
$7.00 per hour. Call 244-4200.
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the girt of life!
$ TELESALES GOLF $
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid.
$10 per hour minimum+ bonuses
Bonus if: Chinese &Japanese &nos.
Si State Location
PLEASE CALL INWFC
5 hour shift 3pm-8pm
800-314-9996
Contact James 408.295-4810
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED PT/FT
RETAIL - MALM LUGGAGE in Avail now. Room for growth in
Valley Fair Mall now hiring. Asst. Commercial Pnnting industry. Call
manager and P/T sales. Flexible Marc @ 1-650964-2700.
hours. Great atmosphere. Call
Cindy @2447370 or stop by!
INS1RUCTORS/UFEGUARDS
Los Gatos Swim and Racquet
PART-TIME WORKER wanted for Club. Must have CPR, First Aide,
a tableware store inside of Yaohan and Lifeguard training certificate.
Plaza (Saratoga & Moorpark). WS! preferred for instructors.
Japanese speaker preferred. Call Need experienced Children’s
408.253.8185 for details.
Swim Team Asst. Coach. Apply in
person. 14700 Oka Road. Los
INSURANCE COMPANY needs Gatos, CA. (408)356.2136.
help with filing, copying and mailing.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Fier hours @ $9/hour. Please ccntact
Kelly Ratta @408/4532130.
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
CLERICAL - Personal Met reedei Immediate Openings Start Today!
by computer magazine author. P/T
Will train in MS Office, Qbooks. etc. INTERNET SOLUTIONS COMPANY
Res. transaipts, & My requirements Seeks HTML & Java Programmers.
to Rh, 5201 Great Amenca Prkwy, No expenence nec, but knowledge
of HTML and indepth knowledge
Suite 320. Santa Clara 95054.
of C a plus. Rex schedule. 10-20
hrs/week. Rates: 512+ but neg.
WORK STUDY JOBS!!!!
based on skill & exp. Resumes to
Alliance for Community Care is a
leading non-profit provider ci mental alli@imservice.corn or fax to 650health services in the Santa Clara 328-4350. Prefer CS major/minor.
Valley. We have immediate
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
openings in the following areas:
product line. Knowledge of small
Mental Health Aide
handtools & light machining a
Office Asst.
plus. Other duties include light
Computer Aide
office work. shipping & receiving.
San Jose, Morgan Hill
Team player mentality a must.
& Palo Alto Locations!
Campbell. CA. Fax resume to:
"Must have prior approval for
Federal Work Study through
408/370-574.3.
the Ananciat Aide Office’
Call Nikki @4081 2546828x201 DAYCARE TEACHERS. 5-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
EOE
extended daycare. P/T in the
SECRETARY P/T 1:30-5:30 M-F afternoon. No ECE units are
in downtown Si. WP 5.1, DOS exp required. Previous expenence with
helpful. Fax resume to J. Lollis at children preferred. Please contact
286-7342.
Cathy at 2441968 x16.

VETERINARY ASSISTANT. reliable
person needed 25-32 hrs/week,
some exp. helpful. 374-6114 or
fax 374-6295.
SHIPPING/REC - PT. Fast paced
Plmbg distr. hr SJSU. Flex hrs.
Exp. a +. Call Lisa 408-275-1784.

Restivo also said the investigation
has not uncovered the identity of the

person who paid for the ad. "Since we
can’t prove it was a candidate, there’s no
action we can take," Restivo said.

Mike Coleman, advertising manager
of the University of California Berkeley
Daily Californian, said any potentially
controversial ads are subject to
approval by the newspaper’s editors.
Contrary to Daily Californian ad policy, Spartan Daily policy is not to tell the
editorial board about an ad before it
runs without the permission of the
advertiser, according to Jack Quinton,

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277

SWIM INSTRUCTOR/UFEGUARD
City of San Jose, Office of
Therapeutic Services. Eve & Sat.
First Aide. CPR & Lifeguard
training required. WSI preferred.
Call Heidi Andersen 267-0200.

If it could be proven that another
candidate had purchased the ad, it
would be a violation of A.S. election regulations because it contains false or
misleading information, Restivo said.

TEACHERS high quality. licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Rex PT/FT positions
Days, Eve, Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 260-7929.

VALET PARKING - Local company
looking for people Flexible
schedule. PT/FT Earn $8.00 to
$15 per hour. 867-7275.

*ensues), NURSERY/PRIMARY

PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer hey
ble hours. ECE units preferred but
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted. not required. Please contact
Small World Schools has Part- Cathy at 2441968 x16.
Time and Full -Time, a.m, and
p.m., permanent and summer DRIVERS NEEDED for new Domino’s
positions available. Units in CD. Pizza store! Make extra cash!
ECE. Psych. Soc, or Rec required. Earn up to 59414/hr Need car.
If you are interested in working Insurance. DL. Good DMV. Call
with a high quality child care Rick after 4pm. 408-448-3722.
company call 408-379-3200 x 21. Domino’s 1659 Branham Lane.

HELP NEEDED TO CARE FOR
SPECIAL NEEDS YOUNG ADULT.
Salary negotiable. Live in or out.
Requirements: Applicants must
have patience and a good heart.
Must be able to watch her in the
afternoon after school. 3 or 4
days per week until father gets
home. Also on weekends when
father is working. PREFER FEMALE
APPLICANTS !! For more into or an
interview, please call Allan at
408810.8900 or 4089216900.

ATTENTION
Education and Science Majors
PROGRAMMER - WinNT DD
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
developer needed by MIT author
is looking for enthusiastic.
and 15 yr veteran programmer.
instructors for our afterschool
Will train. Req: C/C++, Win32. Science Clubs & Summer Camps
K 6th Grade Will Train.
Windows kernel familiarity. Res.
transcnpts, & salary requirements
S15/hr.
to RTI, 5201 Great America Prkwy,
To Apply Please Call
1.800.2119796
Suite 320, Santa Clara 95054.

soveserrIEUCATION Imbuciois

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
one on one in company car. Good
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad.
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
www.deluxedriving.com
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
We pay 0/1- after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cal 408-286.5880 orappy in person.
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
555 D Meridian Ave. Si.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amen
corps at the San Jose Conservation Corps. Seeking self-motivated
individuals to work with "at risk"
youth for yearlong positions. High
School diploma required & ability
to get class B license. $6.25
hourly plus benefits. Ful/Parttime.
Call Joe 408/2817164. EOE.
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school -age child
care centers in San Jose, Cupertino.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
Full &part time positions available.
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
children. career advancement and
good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, Recreation, Psyd10105.
Sodolco and/a Physical Education.
Please call Beth Profio at 408291.8894 for more information
and locations.

TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T - Elementary Schools.
Degree or Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for Teaching Expenence.
Need Car,
Voice Mal: 140812874170 ext. 408
EOE/AAE
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hinng Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

VEHICLES FOR

FAX: 408-924-3282

HEALTH 81 BEAUTY

DOES YOUR FRAT
NEED MORE ROOM??
Restored Victorian residence
just half a block from campus now
available for sale. Currently used
as student housing. Ideal for
fraternity annex. Large parlor,
LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!! remodeled kitchen, inside laundry.
Natural. Doctor recommended. ample parking. Call for details and
George lost 20 lbs in 3 weeks! a private showing. Mike Gordon,
Free samples. 408/7920323.
Broker 510-426.8200.

AUTO SERVICES
WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
"Where quality is a must"
"Specializing in minor and
mid-size damage "Free detailing
Free pick up "Free delivery
Free estimates "Insurance Work
*All makes & models
We accept: Visa. Master Card,
Discover & Amencan Express
Phn: 408/287-8337
440 N. First St. #120 San Jose

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip
- Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/30/98. Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
(408) 379-3500.

INSURANCE

LOSE WEIGHT FOR THE SUMMER
Safe and fast. all herbal. Free
consultation. 30 day money back.
408/792-3480.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS a. AIDES "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Thinking about a career working
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
with elementary age children? The "Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
Valley
is
CALL
TODAY 2965270
Clara
YMCA of Santa
FREE QUOTE
now hiring for school -age child
NO HASSLE
care centers in San Jose. Cupertino,
NO OBLIGATION
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Full &part-time positions available.
hours flexible around school. Fun
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
staff teams. great experience
Auto Insurance
in working with elementary age
LOW RATES
children, career advancement and
SR-22’s on the Same Day
good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
Hiring Now - Bilingual
in ECE. Recreation. Psychology.
(English/Spanishi
Sociology and/a Physical Education.
Please call Beth Prate at 408
P1-IN : 408247,3734
291-8894 for more information
FAX: 408.2475417
and locations.

BMWS
*EXPLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOD?
"Have questions?
*Curious?
*Need a study break?
*Make fnends, have fun!
"DINNER & DISCUSSION"
Every Wednesday. 5:367:00pm
Student Union, Pacheco Room
(Except 3/11. 4/8 Montalvo Rm)
Everyone Welcome!
Episcopal Canterbury Community
408 293-2401, ABLangeEeaol.com
http://irieribersaolcorn/F_piCommS1

LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
"No Driver Refused
Cancelled or Rejected
Dui Suspended License
"Accidents *Tickets
"Immediate SR Flings
"Good Dever Discount
*Non/ Owner Operator
Etarn 8prn, Monday -Saturday
Free Phone Quotes
*Call Us Now..
GRAPHIC ARTIST Position avail *(408) 241-5400
able 18-20 hours per mei. Must ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
CRUISE SHIP & UM-TOUR JOBS be enrolled in the SJSU School of
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Art. Contact the Student Union
SERVICES
Ask us how! 517 324 3090 ext. Directors office. 9246310.
C60411
QUICKRESUME SERVICE
STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We for Autistic girl. $12. /hour. tsore You need an exceptional resume
sell discount subcriptions to Bay for expenence. Paid training. Part to set yourself apart from other
Area newspapers Auto dialers. time afternoons & weekends. students because exceptional
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown Please call 408/946-8211
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Differentiation is the key. We, at
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
QUICKRESUME tailor make your
SECURITY
professional resume according to
Promotions 4940200
Full and Part Time Positions
your background, education, work
Graves. Swings and Weekends
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
Low key job sites
exPeneni:e. & your held of expertise.
gOiid resume will put your c.areer
Will train
up to $600/month’
cr.the nght track.. Rate $19.95,
Abcom Private Sei.unty
Become a Sperm Donor.
you get a resume a, a Microsoft
Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
408-247-4827
WORD document on a disk & five
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED printed Lopes of your resume on
1-6 50 324 1900. M F. 8430 Earn to $25.00/hr salary tips quality paper Fax senvce rAalable.
Students needed in the mr ert,ate Please call .4081 395 3544,
area. Full time/pad rine openings 1,,e1,111gS- 4orn loom.
Call today 1 650 958 99133
International Barter.ders Sc hi )ol CHILDCARE: CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
Roa,orldWe r t,e, icy trOur. day,
Certain advertisements in
cmxv (.all Ida i -11046
these cokimns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
ANNOUNCEMENTS
numbers or addr
for
"TAX PREPARATION487-3203
rc 0 Po,- Ass, c, 50 Airport Pkwy
additional information.
TERM PAPER? THESIS?
Classified readers should be
,edule yr .r appOaltMent
RESEARCH MATERIALS NEEDED,
reminded that, when making
www.csmonitor coin
Weekend
romputea/ixtIrr ensedBonded
these further contacts, they
Pulitzer Pnze Winning
should require complete
Chnstian Science Monitor
oruffr,siu,di
information before sending
Including News Archives Online
WRITING MEP.
nn,r t -rig.
money for goods or services.
Pre recorde.d info 867 8255
In addition, readers should
iette,,, application
carefully invesbgate al firms
x.tatei5erts. proposals, reports.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
,rto. please uI
offering employment listings
Only $5700 per year
orcoupons for discount
k ,it 510-601-9554.
0.iyi
Save 30% hi Os.
vacations or merchandise.
on your dental needs
VISA/MasterCard, FAX. E-Mall
For info call 1 800 6553225

MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spintual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The Enlightenment Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
@The Book Cafe Center
3483-95 S. Bascom
(408) 978-8034
GnosflcAll faiths & nterdenomnaocnai
Others say its always new and vital."
"It supports me in my life..."
get in contact with the real me."
expenence wholeness."
Suggested Donation.
The pnce you pay for a movie.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style. Jazz, Blues. Rock,
Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408 298 6124
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting S20/hr.
408.2.11 6662
in Santa Clara favour
FREE FIRST LESSON-INTER VEW

Print your ad here.

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work in the Great Outdoors.
Forestry, Wildlife Preserves. Concessionaires. Firefighters & more.
Competitive wages + benefits.
Ask us how! 517-324-3110 ext.
N160411.
TELEMARKITING POSITIONS
available. Easy hours. Good
money. Ask for Mike. 261-1323.
CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOSS
Earn to $2,000/month. Free vend
travel (Europe. Caribbean, etc.).
Get the 01 source! Ring: (919)
9331939 ext. C238.
81100 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 410 783-8272.
POSTAL JOS INFO
Call 1.800-6264361889390.
8am 9pm 7 days

TRAVEL

INSTRUCTION

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Want to teach basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan & S.
Korea? Excellent earnings + bene
fits potential. Ask us how! (517
324-3123 ext. J60411.

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean,
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable.
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995-51045/mo.
Call 288-9157.

2 EIDRM. APARIMINT- $950/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
SHARED HOUSING
Laundry Room
ROOMS AVAILABLE in San Jose Village Apartments
State University Club. Located 576 South Fifth Street
conveniently close to campus (408) 295-6893.
on the corner 018th and San
Salvadore. Quiet, comfortable
residence, limited to faculty. staff WORD PROCESSINQ
resit] ng scholars. Call 2911735.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects,etc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
applications for rred/law schcd, etc.
EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
Will transcribe your taped
WESTCOAST DEP’S $478 R/T
interviews or research notes.
Mexico/Canbb - 52094249 R/T
Fax Machine. Notary Public,
HAWAII $119 o/w
Call ANNA at 9724992.
Call 415-8349192
http://www.aurhntch.org
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
TUTORING
Rasumes. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
ENGLISH TUTOR
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ >TS Dp.
Speaking, Writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROFESSON1AL WORD PROCES-SING.
of Foreign Students,
247-2681. Sam-8pm.
Crecfentialecl Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica (408)978-8034.
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING.
"ThesesTenn Papers "Resumes
COMPUTERS ETC.
Group Projects
All formats. including APA 4th Ed.
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
Laser Printer. Experienced,
We buy. sell & trade computers,
Dependable, Quick Return.
486. Pentium, Mac, & Notebooks.
Almaden/Branham area.
Refurb’d equipment is warranted.
(4081264-4504.
Prospect
Rd.
SJ,
betw
Hwy
5263
85 & 280 near Lawrence Espy.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
408-873-8070
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turabian and other forrnats.
FUNDRAISING
Resumes, editing. graphics
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
and other services available on
Fundraising opportunities
either WordPerfect or Word.
available No financial obligation Masterson’s Word Processing.
Greet for clubs.
Cat Paul orVIrginia 408-2510449.
For more information call
(888) 51-APlus ext. 51.

ARGENTINE TANGO Wednesdays
Classes at Germania Restaurant
261 N. 2nd st. Si Beg 7:00pm.
In! 8:00 pm. Dancing 90011:00.
$10155 wistudent 10)408-293-7934.

TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
SPORTS/THRILLS
Elem. school age rec. program.
P/T from 2 6pm. M -F during the
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
school year. Some P/T morning
the exnilaralion experienced ON
positions available from approx.
skydiving’ Tandem, Ac ’eienatect
7am-11arn. F/T during summer day
Freefali, Turbine Air Ian
camp prog. hint salary. no ECE
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
SJSU student owned & operated
Dept. Call Ja-et at 354-8700 x223.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510-634.7575.
STUMM WENN to the President (Not available school year? Call for
Recruiting student leaders to work summer employ lifeguards, camp
10 hours per week for the Office leaders. perf. & cultural arts camp)
of Student Interns to the President,
Work as a liaison for SJSU
President Robert Caret attending
student organization meetings.
setting up student meetings with
the President. and forwarding
FOR NAI urs. U. / Al;F
R %ITS
11.1. 408-924-3277
student concerns to the President.
Excellent verbal and written
communications skills needed,
computer literacy highly desirable.
Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
Flexible hours, $8.00 per hour.
Deadline for Applications: April 6,
1998 by 4:00pm in the President’s
Office, Tower Hall 206. Questions
LIJUULILIJJLILILILLULY.J1111L-1-Ir-11-111LJIL-LLIJUIJ
or for more information, call
924-2981.
LIJUILIQUIJULILIILIJULJUJUilLE-ILILILIFJjUJULILI
for ages 6 mo-5 yrs. Classes are with
& without parents. Skills needed
to lead group induce songs, games,
some basic tumbling & gymnastics.
Variety of times & days available.
Call Pat at 408-370-1877x 16
Southwest YMCA.

BEIBILBMAMO

HOUSE FOR SALE

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose
247-7486.

CONVENIENCE
NEW TOYOTA CARS & TRUCKS
Special Grad & Pre-Grad Programs
Mention This Ad & Save $$
Save Time With
BOB MANN
1888-944-S170
Stevens Creek Toyota Superstore

"IMMEDIATE OPENINGS""
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Sales. Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Call 408/942-8866
or fax to 408/9428260
Electromx Staffing Sen.,es, EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Mflpoas
H./ 680-ear? Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave

the Spartan Daily advertising adviser.
"The ad was totally unnecessary and
unfortunate," said A.S. Executive
Director Alfonso De Alba. "It made all
the candidates look bad because they
are all suspect." De Alba sent an official
letter to the Spartan Daily which said
A.S. was not affiliated with the organization that paid foi the ad and its content doesn’t represent A.S. views.

LILIJULICULILIILIJULla-1111L11-11-1L1111-1LILILILIJULIJ

Daily
cROSS WORD
ACROSS
1
5
9
13
14
15
16
17

Amphibian
Nursemaid
Andes country
Sooner St
Constellation
Wading bird
Date tree
Well -drillers
concern
19 GI’s address
20 Pokes
21 Washed loll
22 Stringed
instruments
24 Cher s ex
25 Canine
comment
26 Known
beforehand
30 Sounds of an
old typewriter
33 Defeat
34 Beginning of
"historic ’
35 Corn part
36 Take a chair
37 Floor piece
38 Annapolis grad
39 Gaul
41 Propped up
43 Trumpet
flourishes
45 - Send Me46 Mimicked
47 Fly chaser
51 Giddy
54 Wearing
sandals
55 Tiny
56 "Ben Hu( racer
58 Swiss capital
59 Swamp
60 Christened
61 Soft cheese
62 Muslim prince
63 Cheshire Cat’s
e pression
64 Gush
mass

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN

1 November
birthstone
2 Short -necked
giraffe
3 Apportion
4 Beaver’s
construct
5 Fine horses
6 Gets tangled
7 High card
8 Chiller features
9 Spinets. e g
10 Recedes
11 Irritate
12 Exploited
14 Doc and Happy
18 Pitchfork parts
20 Tug
23 literary
drudge
24 Cowboy’s shoe
26 Darts
27 Heroic
28 Wr ter Stanle

29
30
31
32
36
37
39
40
41
42
44
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
57
58

lailffin
Ad

Nan,"

Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Day

Two
Days
$7

3 lines
$5
4 iines
$s
$e
5 lines
$7
$9
6 lines
$10
$e
$1 for each additional line.

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by St per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines:
15-191ines: $110

$90

Five Adares,
Days
$13 OvyS ;foie
$14
Phone.
$15
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent,’’ Hall. ROOM 209
III Deadline 10 00 a m two weekday, bet on? pirblicatori
AM ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancolled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates innily
OUESTiONS? CALL (406)924-3277

Please check /
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greer( Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
yLnsolunt and Fs.ound’’

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Heal/Beauty’

For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
op
Emponuntesployment

ISn7tlitasnChenlis.
Entenainmene
Travel
Tutonng’
Word Processing
Schoia Pops

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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State
Jose
San
The
University men’s rugby team
finished its season with a 14-10
win against the California State
University Monterey Bay Otters
Saturday.
They finished third in their
division with a record of 5-4.
Club
said
great,
Not
Treasurer Tom Walls, but better
than either SJSU programs that
get more support.
Despite the fact that SJSU
has one of the oldest university
rugby clubs in the state (it was
established in 1971) it receives
no financial support or recognition from the SJSU Athletic
Department, according to Walls.
He speculated it is because
rugby is not considered a
"money" sport like football or
basketball.
Assistant coach Phil Toste
agreed.
"We had a successful season
considering the program gets no
support from the school,- he
said. "We’ve never enjoyed the.
good graces of the Athletic
Department."
He said the players have. to
purchase their own jerseys.
It was those same. jerseys that
were muddied by the. wet field,
but survived the fights, that
characterized the final match of
the season for the Spartans.
Toste said that it was because
if the scraps that the Otters
refused to play a third half,
lie said that in rugby, a match
consists of two halves of’ either
40 or 45 minutes each.
A third half can be added as a
courtesy for second string players who didn’t get an opportuniI.% to play during the first two
halves.
San Jose State University senior Hawley Almstedt launches off the vault at the Spartan’s last home
meet against Stanford on Saturday night. Almstedt placed third in the all-around with a score of 37.050.
She holds the top all-around score in Spartan history with a 39.075.

Gymnastics loss to Stanford
doesn’t dampen senior night
Its

Gauls StArhem
Or.,

!lugs. hand slaps and cupcakes abounded
--Hirt an }-1,ad coach Jackie Walker congratulated
11. San Jose State University women’s gymnas
1111’ii fl pit it inag.onst
Ii
1..1111 ,It
ant .:rd it I chiiia Hall Saturday
St,inford’s bested 5.151. %%itli a final score (rt.
195 125 to the Spartan,. 1)40 9111)
Tli
in may have been Hang on the Cardinal
cake. lait the high -flying Spartan spirit whipped a
packed ,_!III into a contagious frenzy despite the
Stanford victory
-Althoil;i1) the Cardinal performance was not at
its peak it m.iis mentally more tough." said first
year St antbrd head coach Mark Cook
Walkir coached the Stanford women’s gymnastics progi.on from 197S until 1982 She has
ii
chinii SJS1 for 14 years
Spartan seniors Hawley Annstedt and loana
()jog competed in S.JSU’,. last home meet despite
injuries and surgery
Almstedt donned a blue star on her forehead as
well a- .1 IIII1,h of ice packs on her shoulder and
left It A teA111 co-captain and the top All -Around
scorer in Spartan history with a 39.075. Ahnsteadt
retie( fed on her career as a Spartan gymnast.
"It was fast. it was great." Almstedt said while
swallowing a .upc.ik. at the end of her 37 050 All Around event "My routines were really watered
hut I waded to compete in the All -Around
hider. 1 y,:is done
Valkei passed by as Almstedt cupped a heavily
trostc,1 v.milla cupcake in her right hand.
"I havc .omething for you," Almstedt said as she
smashed the cake into her coach’s face.
Licking the frosting from around her mouth
and laughing. Walker said she never had this
much spirit at Stanford.
Mike Doling. an S.151 sophomore who said he
comi.s to most of Spartan’s home meets, described
the energy
Its kind of like a basketball game, he said.
-The , rowd in really into the game."
Family, friends and enthusiastic fans cheered
for their favorite team from the
stands as freshman Tracy Kauti
leapt the Spartans into fifth
place on the vault with a personal best moire of 9 650.
Although senior Spartan
loana ()jog was still recovering
ibraii

H. a !t,)),11( I,

Senior loana Ojog shares an emotional moment
with team member Danielle Wasko.
from recent knee surgery. she placed sixth mu the
uneven parallel bars with a score of 9.000. It was
the night’s highest Stlin. ft ir SJS1 on the bars
"It was a great experience. lost great ,- (bog
said. "I was doing my best I am very happy"
Jeremy Siegler, who inet jog on an airplane
over two years ago and plans to marry the
Romanian dynamo when they finish school,
slimmed up what the final competition meant
"’mina grew up doing gymnastics. probably
since she was three or five years old." hi. said "It’s
been her whole life."
With the loss of Almstedt and ()jog. and only
two returning juniors, the Spartans will have a
challenge next year.
"We are recruiting and should have some string
freshmen next year," Spartans assistant coach
Steve Wilken said.
SJSU competes in the Western Independent
Championships in Seattle on March 21
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SJSU’s Brian Gonzaga passes the ball during the Spartans game
against CSU Monterey Bay on Saturday. SJSU won 14-10.
Monterey refused this option,
charging SJSU with unsportsmanlike conduct, according to
Toste.
The young Otter team made a
number of errors early in the
first half’, which SJSU took
advantage of, putting nine
points on the board as a result
of’ three penalty kicks.
Monterey Bay took charge
toward the end of the first half,
managing to score 10 points on
two tries. A "try" is the. rugby
equivalent of a touchdown in
football.
The. Otters hided to make the
twit mover-seals. extra points,"
Ill Intl
the t ries. hot went into

the half leading 10-9.
The second half started slowly. but the Spartans appeared to
gradually build their confidence,
scoring five points on a try, but
they flailed to convert for two
extra points.
Emotions ran high in the last
20 minutes of the match.
After the. Spartans had two
good runs toward the in-goal
fight erupted
end zone a
between two Spartans and two
Otters.
No injuries occurred and neither did any more points.
Earlier in the day,
women’s rugby team beat
Monterey Bay’s team 36-0.

Men’s Soccer

Car
too earl
Illslahout cAt
the \Alm.

SPartan=Shorts
The future looks bright 14 the
San Jose State University men’s
soccer progra M.
Head coach Gary St. Clair is
excited about his latest recruiting class because it includes
three of the most promising
young athletes ever to sign on
with the. SISU soccer prow-am.
Faust o
Bardalps,
Isaias
Villegas and Alberto Gutierrez
were each selected to the prestigious 1998 Parade All-American
boys high school soccer team,
and each has signed a letter of
intent to compete for the
Spartans beginning in the 1998
fall semester.
"I think you can gauge this as
the. best recruiting class because
no lither school in thc.
signed three Parade AllAmericans," St. Clair said in a
press release.
Bardales is a local talent,
coming from Leland High School
in San Jose where he. was ran all Central Coast Sectiiin selection
and a member of the U.S.
National I, inder-20 team.
Villegas is from Half Moon
Bay High School. He is a midfielder who started on the US.
National team in the. Under- 17
World Championship in Egypt
last fall.
Gutierrez, ;another midfielder,

1.

will be reunited with Villegas.
his teammate on the Under -17
team.
"They will definitely make ;an
imixict on next year’s team right
iv. iv. They will be the inundation for the future," St. Clair
said.
St. Clair has 10 starters
returning from his 1997 squad
which finished with a 9-10 overall record

Baseball
The Spartan baseball team
dropped it pair of games over the
weekend in Albuquerque. N M
where they met up with the
Lobos from the University of
New Mexico. Spartan ace Javier
Palm’s suffered his first setback
of the season dropping an 8-3
decision Friday to bring his
record to 8-1 on the. season.
In Saturday’s game, the.
Spartans were hurt by the lateinning heroics of the Lobos who
scored a run in the bottom of the
ninth to win. Todd Duncan hit a
home rein for the Spartans, and
Jon Lauderdale and Tony James
added key triples.
It was ma enough for
Spartan coach Sam Pi rant, who
saw his team drop to 16-9 overall and 2-3 in the Western
Athletic Conference. Sunday’s
game. was rained out
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Women’s Tennis
The SJSU women’s tennis
team dropped a match to Cal
State Fullerton on Friday 5-3.
No. 1 singles player Liz Marpuri
def. Amy Medlin 6-4, 6-2.
Michelle Matro and Amy
Bankston also chipped in with
wins for the Spartans, now 6-3
Our the season.

Water Polo

Dennis Ktirp,ht
Sporton Shorts

He prepared to Vote - Cheek your mailbox for
oter Information Cathie and don’t forget to

Inc

VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
Wednesday, March 18th
Thursday, March 19th
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The. SJSIT Women’s water
polo tealll had a tough road trip
in Southern California over the
weekend. The Spartans had no
luck on Friday the 13th, dropping ;a match to the University of
Santa Barbara 13-2. Junior Liz
Garcia scored both goals for
SJSU.
On Saturday, the Spartans
battled No. 6 ranked USC, losing
8-3. Once again Garcia scored
twice. Caroline Corgiat scored
the. either Spartan goal.
The Spartans ended their
road trip with an 18-0 shutout at
the hands of top-ranked UCLA.
This was the. first meeting
between the. two-time defending
national champion Bruins and
the. Spartans, who saw their
record drop to 9-6 overall for the
year.
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Car insurance from GEICO. Because ifs never
too early to begin making sound financial decisions.
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Use this chart to see what GEICO
could save you on your car insurance.
YOUR CURRENT
PREMIUM

YOUR CURRENT
COVERAGE

GEICO PREMIUM

YOU SAVE
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Call 1 800-002.7222. 24 hours d day. for d great value on Ur insurance
Or check the fellow pages for d local office near you
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